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 .We develop criteria for the nonexistence of eventually positive negative and
 .nondecreasing nonincreasing solutions of the partial difference equation
= = y m , n q P m , n , y m q k , n q l s Q m , n , y m q k , n q l .  .  . .  .m n
and
t
= = y m , n q P m , n , y m q k , n q l .  . .m n i i i
is1
t
s Q m , n , y m q k , n q l . . . i i i
is1
Several examples which dwell upon the importance of our results are also included.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of difference equations, the methods used in their solutions,
and their wide applications are advancing now at an exponential rate. In
fact, in the last few years several monographs and hundreds of research
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w xpapers have been written, e.g., see 1]6, 13]17, 19, 20, 22]29 and the
references therein. On the other hand, though partial difference equations
are as important as difference equations, comparatively few papers have
been devoted to the development of the qualitative theory of their solu-
w xtions, for instance, refer to 7]12, 18, 30]33 . In fact, partial difference
equations arise in applications involving population dynamics with spatial
w xmigrations, chemical reactions, as well as finite difference schemes 18, 21 .
In this paper we shall consider the partial difference equations
= = y m , n q P m , n , y m q k , n q l .  . .m n
s Q m , n , y m q k , n q l , m G m , n G n 1.1 .  . . 0 0
and
t
= = y m , n q P m , n , y m q k , n q l .  . .m n i i i
is1
t
s Q m , n , y m q k , n q l , m G m , n G n , 1.2 .  . . i i i 0 0
is1
 .  .where = is the backward difference operator defined by =y m s y m y
 .y m y 1 , and k, l, k , l , 1 F i F t are nonnegative integers.i i
 .Throughout, with respect to Eq. 1.1 we shall assume that there exists a
  .4  X .4  function f : R ª R and double sequences p m, n , p m, n , q m,
.4  X .4n , q m, n such that
 .  .  .  .A1 for u / 0, uf u ) 0, f u ru G g g 0, ` ;
 .A2 for u / 0,
P m , n , u m q k , n q l . . Xp m , n F F p m , n , .  .
f u m q k , n q l . .
Q m , n , u m q k , n q l . . Xq m , n F F q m , n ; .  .
f u m q k , n q l . .
and
 . w  . X .xA3 lim sup q m, n y p m, n ) 1rg ) 0.m , nª`
 .Further, with respect to Eq. 1.2 for each 1 F i F t it is assumed that
  .4there exists a function f : R ª R and double sequences p m, n ,i i
 X .4   .4  X .4p m, n , q m, n , q m, n such thati i i
 .  .   . .  .B1 for u / 0, uf u ) 0, lim inf f u ru s g g 0, ` ;i uª` i i
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 .B2 for u / 0,
P m , n , u m q k , n q l . .i i i Xp m , n F F p m , n , .  .i if u m q k , n q l . .i i i
Q m , n , u m q k , n q l . .i i i Xq m , n F F q m , n ; .  .i if u m q k , n q l . .i i i
and
 .  . X .B3 q m, n ) p m, n eventually.i i
 .  ..By a solution of 1.1 1.2 , we mean a nontrivial double sequence
  .4  .  ..   .4y m, n satisfying 1.1 1.2 for m G m , n G n . A sequence y m, n0 0
 .  .  .  .is nondecreasing nonincreasing if = y m, n G F 0 and = y m, n Gm n
 .   .4  .  .F 0. Furthermore, y m, n is e¨entually positi¨ e negati¨ e if y m, n )
 .  .  ..- 0 for all large m and n. A solution of 1.1 1.2 is said to be
oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor negative, and nonoscilla-
tory otherwise.
In Sections 2 and 3, respectively, we shall offer sufficient conditions for
 .the nonexistence of eventually positive negative as well as nondecreasing
 .  .  .nonincreasing solutions of Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 . To illustrate the results
obtained, a total of four examples are presented in Section 4. We remark
that our nonexistence criteria certainly extendrcomplement the oscillation
w xresults of several authors 7]12, 18, 30]33 .
 .2. NONEXISTENCE CRITERIA FOR 1.1
Throughout this section we shall use the notations
 4  4 Xa s min k , l , b s max k , l , m m , n s q m , n y p m , n . .  .  .
Further, we define
E s r ) 0 ¬ 1 y r gm m , n y 1 ) 0 eventually . 4 .
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that there exist integers M G m , N G n such0 0
that
k l
1rasup r 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 - 1. 2.1 4 .  . 
is1 js1rgE , mGM , nGN
 .  .Then, Eq. 1.1 has no e¨entually positi¨ e negati¨ e and nondecreasing
 .nonincreasing solution.
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 .   .4Proof. a Let y m, n be an eventually positive and nondecreasing
 .solution of 1.1 . We define
S s r ) 0 ¬ y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1  .  .m n
qr gm m , n y 1 y m , n F 0 eventually . 2.24 .  .  .
First, we shall show that the set S is nonempty. For this, in view of
 .  .A1 ] A3 , we find for large m and n,
y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1 q gm m , n y 1 y m , n .  .  .  .m n
F ym m , n f y m q k , n q l q y m y 1, n y 1 .  .  . .
q gm m , n y 1 y m , n .  .
F ym m , n g y m q k , n q l q y m y 1, n y 1 .  .  .
q gm m , n y 1 y m , n .  .
F ym m , n g q 1 q gm m , n y 1 y m q k , n q l s 0, 4 .  .  .
2.3 .
 .where we have used the monotone property of y m, n in the last inequal-
 .ity. It follows from 2.3 that 1 g S and so S is nonempty.
Next, we shall prove that S is bounded. For this, let r g S. Then, from
 .definition 2.2 it is clear that
y m , n y 1 q y m y 1, n y 1 y r gm m , n y 1 y m , n F 0 4 .  .  .  .
2.4 .
w  . xeventually. Hence, we must have 1 y r gm m, n y 1 ) 0 eventually. So
 .r g E and we see that S : E. For any r g E, in view of A3 we have
1
r - - `.
gm m , n y 1 .
Thus, E is bounded, and so is S.
 .Now, let r g S. Then, from 2.4 we have for large m and n,
y m , n y 1 F 1 y r gm m , n y 1 y m , n 2.5 4 .  .  .  .
and
y m y 1, n F 1 y r gm m , n y 1 y m , n . 2.6 4 .  .  .  .
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 .  .Repeated application of 2.5 and 2.6 respectively leads to
l




y m , n F 1 y r gm m q i , n y 1 y m q k , n . 2.8 4 .  .  .  .
is1
 .  .Noting that y m, n is nondecreasing and also 2.7 , we get
k
ky m , n F y m q i , n .  .
is1
k l
F 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m q i , n q l 4 .  . 
is1 js1
k l






y m , n F 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l . 4 .  .  . 
is1 js1
2.10 .
 .Similarly, on using 2.8 we find
l
ly m , n F y m , n q j .  .
js1
l k
F 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q j 4 .  . 
js1 is1
l k
lF 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l 4 .  . 
js1 is1
which is the same as
k l
1r l




w  . xTaking note of the fact that 1 y r gm m q i, n q j y 1 is positive and
 .  .less than 1, we combine 2.10 and 2.11 to obtain
k l
1rk
y m , n F min 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 , 4 .  . 
is1 js1
k l
1r l1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l 4 .  .  5
is1 js1
k l
1ras 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l . 4 .  . 
is1 js1
2.12 .
 .  .Now, in view of A1 ] A3 , we find
y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1 .  .m n
F ym m , n f y m q k , n q l q y m y 1, n y 1 .  .  . .
F ym m , n g y m q k , n q l q y m y 1, n y 1 .  .  .
F 1 y gm m , n y m q k , n q l .  .
or
y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1 .  .m n
q gm m , n y 1 y m q k , n q l F 0. 2.13 .  .  .
 .  .Applying 2.12 in 2.13 gives
y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1 q gm m , n y 1 .  .  .m n
k l
y1ra1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m , n F 0 2.14 4 .  .  . 
is1 js1
which implies
y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1 q gm m , n y 1 .  .  .m n
y1rak l
sup 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 . .  5
is1 js1mGM , nGN
=y m , n F 0. 2.15 .  .
It follows immediately from the above inequality that
y1rak l
sup 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 g S. 2.16 .  . .  5
is1 js1mGM , nGN
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 .  .On the other hand, condition 2.1 implies the existence of a c g 0, 11
such that
k l
1rasup r 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 F c - 1. 4 .  1
is1 js1rgE , mGM , nGN
 .In particular, this leads to when r s r
y1rak l r
sup 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 G . 2.17 .  . .  5 cis1 js1mGM , nGN 1
X X  .  .Since r g S and r F r imply that r g S, it follows from 2.16 and 2.17
that rrc g S.1
 .Repeating the above arguments with r replaced by rrc , we get rr c c1 1 2
 .g S where c g 0, 1 . Continuing in this way, we obtain2
r
g S, 2.18 .`
c i
is1
 .where c g 0, 1 . This contradicts the boundedness of S.i
 .   .4b Let y m, n be an eventually negative and nonincreasing solution
 .of 1.1 . Here, we define
SX s r ) 0 ¬ y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1  .  .m n
qr gm m , n y 1 y m , n G 0 eventually .4 .  .
 .X  .We shall use the equation number 2. ? to denote 2. ? with the
 .  .  .X Xinequality sign reversed. Using A1 ] A3 , we obtain 2.3 . Hence, 1 g S .
X X  .X   .4Next, let r g S . From the definition of S we get 2.4 . Since y m, n is
w  . xeventually negative, this implies that 1 y r gm m, n y 1 ) 0 eventually.
X X  .Thus, r g E and so S : E. It follows that S is bounded as E is .
X X .  .Now, let r g S . Then, we obtain 2.5 9] 2.8 . First, suppose that k is
 .X  .X  .Xodd. On using 2.7 , we obtain 2.9 which is equivalent to 2.10 . Next,
 .X  .suppose that k is even. Then, an application of 2.7 gives exactly 2.9
from which we find
k l
1rk
y m , n F 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l . 4 .  .  . 
is1 js1
< <  .XSince y s yy, the above inequality is exactly the same as 2.10 . Hence,
 .X  .Xin both cases we get 2.10 . Likewise, we also have 2.11 . Combining
 .X  .X  .X2.10 and 2.11 , we get 2.12 .
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 .  .  .X  .XUsing A1 ] A3 , we obtain 2.13 . An application of 2.12 then leads
 .X  .X  .to 2.14 and 2.15 . Thus, we conclude that 2.16 holds with S replaced
by SX. The rest of the proof follows as before.
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that k, l G 1 and
k l b1 b
lim inf gm m q i , n q j y 1 ) . 2.19 .  .  1qbklm , nª` 1 q b .is1 js1
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Proof. Using the well-known arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, we
have
k l
1rk l1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 4 . 
is1 js1
k l1
F 1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 4 . kl js1is1
k lr
s 1 y gm m q i , n q j y 1 . . kl is1 js1
 .Noting that br kl s 1ra , it follows from the above inequality that
k l
1ra1 y r gm m q i , n q j y 1 4 . 
is1 js1
bk lr
F 1 y gm m q i , n q j y 1 . 2.20 .  .  5kl is1 js1
Now, let
k l1
d s gm m q i , n q j y 1 2.21 .  . kl is1 js1
and
bg u s u 1 y ud . .  .
It is computed that
1 b b
y1max g u s g s d - 1, 2.22 .  .1qb /d 1 q bu)0  . 1 q b .
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 .  .  .where we have used 2.19 in the last inequality. Coupling 2.22 and 2.20 ,
 .we get 2.1 and so the conclusion follows.
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that there exist integers M G m , N G n such0 0
that if l G k,
k
sup r 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 4 .
is1rgE , mGM , nGN
l
k1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 - 2 ; 2.23 4 .  .
jskq1
and if l - k,
l
sup r 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 4 .
is1rgE , mGM , nGN
k
l1 y r gm m q j, n q l y 1 - 2 . 2.24 4 .  .
jslq1
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds.
  .4Proof. Let y m, n be an eventually positive and nondecreasing solu-
 .tion of 1.1 . We shall consider only this case as the proof is similar when
  .4  .y m, n is an eventually negative and nonincreasing solution of 1.1 . Let
 .  .r g S where S is defined in 2.2 . As before we have 2.4 which we use to
get
2 y m , n F y m q 1, n q y m , n q 1 .  .  .
F 1 y r gm m q 1, n q 1 y 1 y m q 1, n q 1 4 .  .
or
1
y m , n F 1 y r gm m q 1, n q 1 y 1 y m q 1, n q 1 . 2.25 4 .  .  .  .
2
 .Repeated application of 2.25 yields
a a1
y m , n F 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 y m q a , n q a . 4 .  .  . /2 is1
2.26 .
 .Suppose that l G k, i.e., a s k. The proof is similar if l - k. From 2.5 ,
we find
l
y mqk , nqk F 1yr gm mqk , nqj y1 y mqk , nql 4 .  .  . .
jskq1
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 .which we use in 2.26 to obtain
k k1
y m , n F 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 4 .  . /2 is1
l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l . 4 .  .
jskq1
2.27 .
 .  .  .  .  .In view of A1 ] A3 , we have 2.13 as earlier. Applying 2.27 in 2.13 ,
we get
y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1 q gm m , n y 1 y m , n .  .  .  .m n
k
k2 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 . .
is1
y1l




k2 sup 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 . .
is1mGM , nGN
y1l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 g S. 2.28 .  . . 5
jskq1
 .  .On the other hand, condition 2.23 ensures the existence of a c g 0, 11
such that
k
r sup 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 4 .
is1mGM , nGN
l




k2 sup 1 y r gm m q i , n q i y 1 . .
is1mGM , nGN
y1l r
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 G . 2.29 .  . . 5 cjskq1 1
 .  .It now follows from 2.28 and 2.29 that rrc g S.1
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Repeating the above procedure with r replaced by rrc , we get1
 .  .rr c c g S where c g 0, 1 . Continuing in this manner, we obtain1 2 2
 .2.18 which contradicts the fact that S is bounded.
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that
b1 b
lim inf m m , n ) q 1 . 2.30 .  .1qbagm , nª` 2 1 q b .
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Proof. Let
d s lim inf gm m , n y 1 .
m , nª`
and
bg u s u 1 y ud . .  .
 .In view of 2.30 , we find that
b b
y1 amax g u s d - 2 . . 1qbu)0 1 q b .
Hence, it is immediate that
b asup r 1 y rd - 2 . 2.31 .  .
rgE
 .  .  .Since 2.31 implies 2.23 and 2.24 , the conclusion now follows from
Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that there exist integers M G m , N G n such0 0
that
k
sup r 1 y r gm m q i , n y 1 4 .
is1rgE , mGM , nGN
l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 - 1. 2.32 4 .  .
js1
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds.
  .4Proof. Once again we shall only consider the case when y m, n is an
 .eventually positive and nondecreasing solution of 1.1 . Let r g S where S
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 .  .is defined in 2.2 . Then, from 2.7 we get
l
y m q k , n F 1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l . 4 .  .  .
js1
2.33 .
 .  .A combination of 2.8 and 2.33 yields
k
y m , n F 1 y r gm m q i , n y 1 4 .  .
is1
l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 y m q k , n q l 4 .  .
js1
 .which we use in 2.13 to provide
y= = y m , n q y m y 1, n y 1 q gm m , n y 1 y m , n .  .  .  .m n
k
1 y r gm m q i , n y 1 . .
is1
y1l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 F 0. 2.34 .  . . 5
js1
 .It is now immediate from 2.34 that
k
sup 1 y r gm m q i , n y 1 . .
is1mGM , nGN
y1l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 g S. 2.35 .  . . 5
js1
 .  .On the other hand, in view of 2.32 there exists a c g 0, 1 such that1
k
sup r 1 y r gm m q i , n y 1 4 .
is1mGM , nGN
l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 F c . 4 . 1
js1
 .Together with 2.35 , this implies that rrc g S. Then, using a similar1
 .argument as in Theorem 2.1, we obtain 2.18 which is a contradiction to
the boundedness of S.
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COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that
kq l1 k q l .
m m , n G c ) q 1 . 2.36 .  .kq lq1g k q l q 1 .
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Proof. Let
kq lg u s u 1 y u g c y 1 . .  .
Then,
kq lk q l .
max g u s - 1, 2.37 .  .kq lq1u)0 g c y 1 k q l q 1 .  .
 .  .where we have used 2.36 in the last inequality. From 2.37 it follows that
kq lsup r 1 y r g c y 1 - 1. 2.38 .  .
rgE
 .In view of 2.38 , we find
k
sup r 1 y r gm m q i , n y 1 4 .
is1rgE , mGM , nGN
l
1 y r gm m q k , n q j y 1 4 .
js1
kq lF sup r 1 y r g c y 1 - 1. .
rgE
The conclusion now follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.
 .3. NONEXISTENCE CRITERIA FOR 1.2
w xLEMMA 3.1 33 . The following identity is true
m n
y i y 1, j q y i , j y 1 y y i , j .  .  . 
ismyk jsnyl0 0
my1 n n
s y i , j y 1 q y m y k y 1, j .  .   0
ismyk jsnyl jsnyl0 0 0
q y m , n y l y 1 y y m , n . .  .0
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that for each 1 F i F t , f is nondecreasing;i
lim inf pX m , n s pX , lim inf q m , n s q , q ) pX ; 3.1 .  .  .i i i i i i
m , nª` m , nª`
and
a q1it a q 1 .iXq y p g ) 1, 3.2 .  . i i i a ia iis1
 4  .where a s min k , l , 1 F i F t . Then, Eq. 1.2 has no e¨entually positi¨ ei i i
 .  .negati¨ e and nondecreasing nonincreasing solution.
  .4Proof. Let y m, n be an eventually positive and nondecreasing solu-
 .tion of 1.2 . We shall only consider this case as the proof is similar if
  .4y m, n is eventually negative and nonincreasing. First, we claim that
 .  .lim y m, n s `. Suppose the contrary, i.e., lim y m, n s c -m , nª` m , nª`
 .  .  .`. In view of B1 ] B3 , from 1.2 we have
t
X
= = y m , n G q m , n y p m , n f y m q k , n q l . 3.3 .  .  .  .  . .m n i i i i i
is1
 .  .  .Taking limit infimum in 3.3 and noting that = = y m, n s y m, n ym n
 .  .  .y m, n y 1 y y m y 1, n q y m y 1, n y 1 , we get
t
X0 G q y p f c ) 0 .  . i i i
is1
 .which is a contradiction. Hence, lim y m, n s `.m , nª`
 .  .  . .Next, writing b m, n s y m, n ry m y 1, n y 1 G 1 , we have
= = y m , n y m , n y 1 q y m y 1, n y y m y 1, n y 1 .  .  .  .m ny s y 1
y m , n y m , n .  .
2 y m y 1, n y 1 y y m y 1, n y 1 .  .
G y 1
y m , n .
1
s y 1. 3.4 .
b m , n .
 .Since f is nondecreasing, inequality 3.4 providesi
1 = = y m , n .m ny 1 F y
b m , n y m , n .  .
t f y m q k , n q l . .i i iXF p m , n y q m , n .  . i i y m , n .is1
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t f y m q a , n q a . .i i iXF p m , n y q m , n .  . i i y m , n .is1
at i
Xs p m , n y q m , n b m q s, n q s .  .  . i i
ss1is1
f y m q a , n q a . .i i i
= . 3.5 .
y m q a , n q a .i i
 .  .It follows from 3.5 that b m, n is bounded, for otherwise we get the
contradiction y1 F y`.
 . w .Let d s lim inf b m, n . Then, d g 1, ` . Taking limit infimum inm , nª`
 .3.5 gives
t1
X a iy 1 F p y q d g - 0 , 3.6 .  .  . i i id is1
 .  .  .where we have used 3.1 . From 3.6 we note that d ) 1. Rewriting 3.6 ,
we obtain
t a q1id
Xq y p g F 1. 3.7 .  . i i i d y 1is1
 . a iq1  .Let F d s d r d y 1 . Then,
a q1ia q 1 a q 1 .i i
min F d s F s . 3.8 .  .a i /a ad)1 i i
 .  .Thus, applying 3.8 in 3.7 leads to
a q1it a q 1 .iXq y p g F 1 . i i i a ia iis1
 .which contradicts 3.2 .
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that for each 1 F i F t , f is nondecreasing andi
t m n
X Xlim sup g q i , j y p i , j ) l q 2, 3.9 .  .  .  s s s
X Xm , nª` ss1 ismyk jsnyl
where kX s min k , lX s min l . Then, the conclusion of Theorem1F iFt i 1F iFt i
3.1 holds.
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  .4Proof. Once again we let y m, n be an eventually positive and
 .  .nondecreasing solution of 1.2 . Summing 1.2 and applying Lemma 3.1,
we get
m n t
Q i , j, y i q k , j q l y P i , j, y i q k , j q l .  . .  .   s s s s s s
X Xismyk jsnyl ss1
m n
s == y i , j .  i j
X Xismyk jsnyl
m n
s y i , j y y i y 1, j .  . 
X Xismyk jsnyl
yy i , j y 1 q y i y 1, j y 1 .  .
s y m , n y y m , n y lX y 1 .  .
n my1 n
Xy y m y k y 1, j y y i , j y 1 .  .  
X X Xjsnyl ismyk jsnyl
my1 n n
q y i y 1, j y 1 q y m y 1, j y 1 .  .  
X X Xismyk jsnyl jsnyl
n
F y m , n q y m y 1, j y 1 .  .
Xjsnyl
F y m , n q lX q 1 y m , n s lX q 2 y m , n . 3.10 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .Using the monotone property of f , 1 F i F t , it follows from 3.10 thati
m n t
X Xl q 2 y m , n G q i , j y p i , j .  .  .  .   s s
X Xismyk jsnyl ss1
= f y i q k , j q l . .s s s
m n t
XG q i , j y p i , j f y m , n .  .  . .   s s s
X Xismyk jsnyl ss1
or equivalently
t m nf y m , n . .s X Xq i , j y p i , j F l q 2. 3.11 .  .  .   s s
X Xy m , n .ss1 ismyk jsnyl
 .Taking limit supremum in 3.11 , we immediately get a contradiction to
 .3.9 .
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4. EXAMPLES
The examples in this section dwell upon the importance of the results
obtained in Sections 2 and 3. To be specific, we demonstrate that if the
conditions of the theorems are satisfied, then the partial difference equa-
 .tion considered has no eventually positive negative and nondecreasing
 .nonincreasing solution, i.e., there exists an oscillatory solution, or an
 .  .eventually positive negative but decreasing increasing solution. Further,
we include an example which shows that if the conditions of the theorems
are violated, then the partial difference equation considered does have an
eventually positive and nondecreasing solution.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the partial difference equation
2 2n y 1 n q 3 .  .
= = y m , n s y m q 1, n q 3 , m G 1, n G 2. .  .m n n n y 1 .
4.1 .
 .Here, k s 1, l s 3, a s 1, and b s 3. Choosing f u s u, we have g s 1.
Further, since
Q m , n , y m q 1, n q 3 2 2n y 1 n q 3 .  .  . .
s ,
f y m q 1, n q 3 n n y 1 .  . .
P m , n , y m q 1, n q 3 . .
s 0,
f y m q 1, n q 3 . .
we may take
2 2n y 1 n q 3 .  .
X Xq m , n s q m , n s , p m , n s p m , n s 0. .  .  .  .
n n y 1 .
 .  .Thus, A1 ] A3 are fulfilled.
 .We find that the left side of 2.19 is
1 31 2 2 n q j y 1 n q j q 3 1 .  . .
lim inf y 1 s ? 9 s 3 3 n q j n q j y 1 3m , nª`  .  .is1 js1
 .which is more than the right side s 27r256 . Hence, it follows from
 .  .Corollary 2.1 that Eq. 4.1 has no eventually positive negative and
 .  .nondecreasing nonincreasing solution. In fact, 4.1 has oscillatory solu-
  .4  .m" n .4tions given by y m, n s y1 1rn . We note that the conditions
of Corollaries 2.2, 2.3, and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are also satisfied in this
example.
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the partial difference equation
2 n q l .1
= = y m , n s y m q k , n q l .  .m n 1 1n
2 n q l .2q y m q k , n q l , m G 1, n G 2, .2 2n y 1
4.2 .
 .  .where k q l and k q l are even.1 1 2 2
 .  .Here, t s 2. Choosing f u s f u s u, we have g s g s 1. Let1 2 1 2
2 n q l .1Xq m , n s q m , n s , .  .1 1 n
2 n q l .2Xq m , n s q m , n s , .  .2 2 n y 1
p m , n s pX m , n s 0, i s 1, 2. .  .i i
Then, we have q y pX s 2, i s 1, 2.i i
 .It is now obvious that the right side of 3.2 is more than 1.
 .Condition 3.9 also holds as
2 m n
Xlim sup g q i , j y p i , j .  .  s s s
X Xm , nª` ss1 ismyk jsnyl
m n 2 j q l 2 j q l .  .1 2s lim sup q 
X X j j y 1m , nª` ismyk jsnyl
s 4 kX q 1 lX q 1 ) lX q 2. .  .
 .Hence, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, Eq. 4.2 has no eventually positive
 .  .  .negative and nondecreasing nonincreasing solution. In fact, 4.2 has
  .4  .m" n .4oscillatory solutions given by y m, n s y1 1rn .
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the partial difference equation
j jm q k n q l .  . j
= = y m , n s y m q k , n q l , m , n G 2, .  .m n m m y 1 n n y 1 .  .
4.3 .
 .where j G 3 is any odd integer.
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 . jTaking f u s u , we may choose
j jm q k n q l .  .
Xq m , n s q m , n s , .  .
m m y 1 n n y 1 .  .
p m , n s pX m , n s 0. .  .
w  . X .xThus, lim q m, n y p m, n s `. It can easily be checked that allm , nª`
the conditions of Corollaries 2.1]2.3 and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are
 .  .fulfilled. Hence, 4.3 has no eventually positive negative and nondecreas-
 .  .ing nonincreasing solution. In fact, 4.3 has an eventually positive but
 .   .4decreasing i.e., bounded nonoscillatory solution given by y m, n s
  .41r mn .
EXAMPLE 4.4. Consider the partial difference equation
1
= = y m , n s y m q k ,n q l , m , n G 1 .  .m n m q k q a n q l q b .  .
4.4 .
where a, b G 0.
 .Let f u s u and
1
Xq m , n s q m , n s , .  .
m q k q a n q l q b .  .
p m , n s pX m , n s 0. .  .
w  . X .x  .Since lim q m, n y p m, n s 0, the hypothesis A3 is violated.m , nª`
 .In fact, Eq. 4.4 has a family of eventually positive and increasing
  .4  . .4solutions given by y m, n s m q a n q b .
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